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 NET, Simplified communication of machine instructions (SCARM), Windows, Windows.NET Framework 1.0.0.0 Description
The official release version of SCARM 0.9. This release implements the new SCARM spec that has been in development for
the last three years. The SCARM spec is being developed in close coordination with the.NET community to ensure the spec is

compatible with current.NET implementations. This release is labeled version 1.0.0.0 because the SCARM spec is a full
implementation of SCARM and not just a theoretical paper. The next official release of SCARM will be version 1.0.1.0. 1.0.0.0
Fixed Bugs This release includes several important bug fixes. SCARM will not use the CreateDisassembler function by default
now. Instead SCARM uses a default name for the disassembler class. The default name for this class is still CSharp_arm. You
can override the name for the disassembler class with the new -[-DisassemblerName] switch to your SCARM executable. The
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old switch to control this behavior is -[-Disassembler]. This release also includes several documentation updates. The most
significant documentation change is the new -?[-Version|-FullVersion] switch to the SCARM executable. This switch lets you

specify the SCARM version and/or show full version information. All the documentation changes are listed below: The
-?[-Help] switch now displays the version number of SCARM, the full version information, and the instructions for using

SCARM. The -?[-Version] switch now displays the version number of SCARM, the full version information, and the
instructions for using SCARM. The -?[-Version|-FullVersion] switch now displays the SCARM version number and the version

information for SCARM. The -?[-Description] switch now displays a description of SCARM's version. The -?[-FullVersion]
switch now displays the version number for SCARM. The -?[-Summary|-Overview|-ReleaseNotes] switch now displays the

SCARM release notes. The -?[-Extension] switch now displays the SCARM extension. The -?[-Intern 82157476af
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